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Abstract

A rank three demand system incorporating labour force participation� non�separability of demands from

excluded goods and non�exact aggregation in income and household characteristics is estimated using

Canadian microdata� Various models are estimated using nonlinear three�stage least squares �NL�SLS�

and maximum likelihood �ML� methods�

It is found that demands are not separable from labour force variables or other goods� and that exact

aggregation is rejected� The rank three requirement does not seem important here� however� Predictive

power is extremely poor for NL�SLS relative to ML estimated models� even though some variables appear

to be non�exogenous�
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� Introduction

The availability of large cross�sections of household expenditure microdata has given increased impetus

to studies in applied demand analysis� These data permit modelling detailed household characteristics

e�ects� empirical analyses of the conditions under which micro parameters can be recovered using aggregate

data� estimation of household equivalence scales� examination of the importance of labour force variables

as conditioning variables in demand models� and the need to generalise the model speci�cations used to

rank three systems�

Examples of this recent research include the work of Blundell� Pashardes and Weber ���
��� who �nd

that aggregate data alone are unable to yield reliable estimates of structural price and income coe�cients�

This is demonstrated in the context of a demographically �exible model� using British Family Expenditure

Survey �FES� data� They also �nd� however� that aggregate data can still provide reasonable forecasts� so

long as these models contain aggregation factors� trend and seasonal components�

Conditions for the identi�ability of general household equivalence scales have been explored by Lewbel

���
�� and by Blundell and Lewbel ������� The latter study also presented estimates of relative general

equivalence scales� as did Pashardes ������� Deaton and Muellbauer ���
��� Deaton� Ruiz�Castillo and

Thomas ���
��� Dickens� Fry and Pashardes ������ and Nicol ������ also provide some examples of the�

oretical and empirical analyses of equivalence scales� and discuss the inherent di�culties in estimating

these�

The availability of microdata has also permitted the use of nonparametric statistical techniques to

explore the shape of demand functions� These studies have found that functional forms vary from equation

to equation in a demand system� and have provided insights into how improved speci�cations of parametric

models might be formulated� Examples of this type of work are Bierens and Pott�Buter ������� Nicol

�����a� and Banks� Blundell and Lewbel �������

Some other work has highlighted that conditions for perfect aggregation are not met empirically� Such

conditions require that demand functions be linear in functions of income and household characteristics�

Therefore� models which have demographic e�ects interacting with income� say� would not be exactly

aggregable� There is ample empirical evidence which now demonstrates that these types of interaction

are an essential feature of a well�speci�ed demand model� See� for example� Browning and Meghir �������

Dickens� Fry and Pashardes ������ and Nicol �����b��

The foregoing results are signi�cant in themselves� showing as they do that demand model speci�cations

must be much more detailed than those which have been estimated historically� One other result� however�

has potentially wider�reaching implications� beyond the applied demand setting� This is the �nding that

commodity demands are not separable from male and female labour supply variables� This result is quite
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general� having been shown for Britain �Browning and Meghir� ������ Germany �Kaiser� ����� and Canada

�Nicol and Nakamura� ������ There are implications here for the modelling of labour supply and wage

equations which have yet to be explored�

The results discussed above often appear in independent pieces of work� That is� some research focuses

on generalising model speci�cation� others on separability issues and others still on modelling demographics�

It is clear� however� that all of these in�uences are important� and must be dealt with simultaneously�

Correcting for one model speci�cation error when there are others present does not necessarily provide the

researcher with superior estimates� Consider� for example� the case of a model containing errors in variables

and autocorrelated errors� Correcting for only one of these speci�cation errors and leaving the other can

induce larger inconsistencies than if no adjustments are made for either speci�cation error �Grether and

Maddala� ����� and more recently� Dagenais� ������

The purpose of this paper is to conduct an exploratory analysis into a number of model speci�cation

errors� with a view to determining the e�ect each has on a variety of empirical outcomes� In the initial

stage� a �trial� data sets are used� to learn about the preferred model structure� These data sets are used

to estimate a number of parameterisations of a model� where various speci�cation issues are addressed�

In particular� perfect aggregation� separability of commodity demands from labour supply� separability of

commodity demands from other goods excluded from the system and household characteristics e�ects are

all modelled� The possible endogeneity of some explanatory variables is controlled for as well� The relative

predictive power of models is used as a criterion to assess alternative model performance� This is not the

only possible criterion which could be used� Alternative estimates of equivalence scales� elasticities and

measures of inequality could all be analysed� These additional issues are the subject of ongoing research�

It is found that exact aggregation and separability of demands from labour and other goods are rejected�

Also� household characteristics e�ects are additional important determinants of demand� These results hold

whether estimation is by generalised method of moments �GMM�� to control for possible endogeneity of

some of the explanatory variables and heteroskedastic disturbances� or by maximum likelihood �ML�� One

especially important result is that homogeneity and symmetry restrictions are not rejected using either

estimation method�

It is also found that exogeneity of the explanatory variables is rejected for relatively restrictive models�

but not for the most general model estimated� This has important implications for earlier work �for

example� Browning and Meghir� ������ which emphasised the importance of using instrumental variables

estimation� especially when labour force variables were introduced into the demand model speci�cation�

The �nal set of results involves predictive power of the competing models� Predictive power was�

in general� superior when estimation was by ML� This was especially the case for less restrictive model
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speci�cations� Thus� while hypothesis tests indicated the use of GMM estimation was necessary� this was

misleading if one�s aim was to obtain precise predictions� The relative performance of ML and GMM

estimation should therefore be explored in the context of other criteria� In particular� estimation of

equivalence scales� elasiticities and other policy�oriented estimates which make use of demand parameter

estimates could be sensitive in the same way as observed here for predictive power� This is the subject of

ongoing research�

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows� In Section �� the means of introducing model

generality is discussed� Some relevant empirical literature is also discussed� which gives direction to the

initial model speci�cation� The data used is brie�y discussed in Section �� Section � provides details of

the estimated models� hypothesis tests conducted� and gives comparisons of the predictive performance of

the various model parameterisations� Section 	 summarises and concludes with some discussion of related

research�

� Model Speci�cation

To deal with all the considerations which have been found to be empirically important could necessitate

speci�cation of an extremely complicated model� This complexity can be reduced by making use of a

conditional cost function� Such an approach was followed by Browning and Meghir ������� where they

introduced labour supply variables as �conditioning goods�� As a consequence of this formulation� it is

not necessary to specify the labour supply aspect in any detail� Labour supply variables merely enter

the demand functions as additional variables� whose legitimate exclusion can be justi�ed if commodity

demands are weakly separable from the labour supply decision� Other goods can be treated in this way if

it is felt that the commodities included in the system are not weakly separable from goods which would

normally be excluded� This is a convenient way to treat durable goods� for example� where spending on

these goods does not re�ect actual consumption� but such goods nonetheless in�uence the demand decision

for goods directly included in the system�

Suppose goods �including labour supply� over which consumers make decisions can be partitioned into

four types� Goods of direct interest� denoted q� and their prices� p� labour force variables� � and their prices�

w� other conditioning goods� g and their prices r� and demographic or household characteristics variables�

z� If preferences can be represented by the utility function� U �q� �� g� z�� the conditional cost function is

de�ned as c�p� �� g� z� u� � minq�p � qjU�q� �� g� z� � u�� The properties of these functions are discussed in

Pollak ������ and Browning ���
��� It should be noted that q� �� g and z can all be vectors� The conditional�

compensated demand functions for q are then just the derivatives of this cost function with respect to p

and can be denoted qi � fi�p� �� g� z� y�� where y is total expenditure on the goods comprising the vector q�

The parameterisation of cost function which is used to represent c�p� �� g� z� u� is a generalisation of the
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price independent generalised logarithmic �PIGLOG� model of Muellbauer �������

ln c�p� �� g� z� u� � ln a�p� �� g� z��
b�p� �� g� z�

�f�u�� g�p� �� g� z��
���

The indirect utility function for this model can be written

lnV �p� y� �� g� z� � f��f b�p� �� g� z�

�ln y � a�p� �� g� z��
� g�p� �� g� z�g ���

This model has been shown to yield rank three� quadratic logarithmic budget�share demand systems with

the general form

wi � a�i�p� �� g� z��
b�i�p� �� g� z�

b�p� �� g� z�
�ln�y�a�p��� �

g�i�p� �� g� z�

g�p� �� g� z�
�ln�y�a�p���� ���

by Banks� Blundell and Lewbel ������� They used a version of this model to estimate a demand system

for Britain using FES data� Fry and Pashardes ������ used a di�erent parameterisation of this model�

also with British data� and showed that their variant of the model dominated a number of other popular

functional forms which are nested within it� such as the Almost Ideal Demand System �AIDS� of Deaton

and Muellbauer ���
��� The speci�cation in ��� is� however� more general than that in Banks� Blundell

and Lewbel ������� or in Fry and Pashardes ������� Neither directly included conditioning goods or labour

force variables� Browning and Meghir ������� on the other hand� included the labour force e�ects� but did

not estimate a rank three system� and do not include any additional conditioning goods�

The model in ��� can therefore be seen as encompassing a variety of e�ects� all of which have been found

to be important determinants of demand on their own� The question is whether these e�ects should enter

the model simultaneously� or whether some of the e�ects are capturing more than one in�uence� Given

a suitably �exible parameterisation for a�p� �� g� z�� b�p� �� g� z� and g�p� �� g� z�� this issue can be explored�

The impact of these separate e�ects on estimation of by�products of demand estimation itself �such as

prediction� elasticities and equivalence scales� can also be explored�

The data to be use in this study are Canadian cross�sectional microdata from several survey years�

These data will be described in more detail in the next section� However� it is useful to highlight some

properties of these data here� since this has implications for model speci�cation� In particular� the price

data to which the expenditure data are matched to estimate the demand system have limited variability

within a given survey year� This price variation relates to regional price di�erentials� and eight survey years

are used� This limited variability has implications for the number of parameters which can be identi�ed

empirically with respect to price variables and variables which interact with prices� This places some

constraints on the speci�cations of a�p� �� g� z�� b�p� �� g� z� and g�p� �� g� z�� General functional forms for

these are as follows

ln a�p� �� g� z� � ���z� �
X

i

�i��� g� z� lnpi �
�

�

X

i

X

j

�ij ln pi ln pj ���
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b�p� �� g� z� � ���z�
Y

i

p
�i���g�z�
i �	�

g�p� �� g� z� � b�p� �� g� z� � ��p� �� g� z� ���

��p� �� g� z� � ���z� �
X

i

�i��� g� z� lnpi ���

where adding up requires that
P

i �i��� g� z� � ��
P

i �ij � ��
P

i �i��� g� z� � �� homogeneity requires that
P

j �ij � �� and symmetry of substitution e�ects that �ij � �ji� �i �� j� Functional forms are required

for ���z�� �i��� g� z�� ���z�� �i��� g� z�� ���z� and �i��� g� z�� For tractability given the nature of the price

data� it was decided to con�ne the in�uences of �� g and z to functions� �������� Several speci�cations

are possible� to allow for the capability to test for exact aggregation� separability of commodity demands

from labour supply� separability of commodity demands from other goods� and the importance of household

characteristics e�ects� In particular� to accommodate speci�cation of a rank three system� ��� is set equal

to�

��p� �� g� z� � �� �
X

i

�i ln pi �
�

where
P

i �i � � to satisfy adding up� In addition� to introduce the in�uences of �� g and z into ��������

the following speci�cations are employed for ln a�p� �� g� z� and ln b�p� �� g� z�

ln a�p� �� g� z� � �� �
X

i

X

k

��ikvk � ln pi �
�

�

X

i

X

j

�ij ln pi ln pj ���

ln b�p� �� g� z� � �� �
X

i

X

k

��i� � �ikvk � ln pi ����

where the vector v � �v�� � � � � vK�
T is used to represent �� g and z� for notational convenience� From ��� and

����� it can be seen that the in�uences of �� g and z are con�ned to the functions �i��� g� z� and �i��� g� z��

Given the above parameterisations for �������� the following budget�share system can be obtained

wi �
X

k

�ikvk �
X

j

�ij ln pj � ��i� �
X

k

�ikvk��ln�y�a�p� v����

f�i � ��i� �
X

k

�ikvk���� �
X

i

�i ln pi�g�ln�y�a�p� v����� 	i ����

The random term� 	i� denotes a stochastic disturbance such that �	�� � � � � 	n�
T � N������ As usual� the

covariance matrix of the disturbances is singular� so only n� � equations of the system need be estimated�

the parameters of the n�th being recovered via the adding�up conditions� Empirical considerations relating

to this stochastic speci�cation will be discussed in detail in Section �� It should also be noted that the

�There is quite a lot of evidence against the hypothesis that ��p� �� g� z� � ��� This includes the work on nonparametric

demand equation estimation referred to earlier� which shows that the same polynomial in ln y does not enter each equation of

a demand system�

	



interaction of household characteristics variables �in the v vector� with ln�y�a�p� v�� yields a non�exactly

aggregable demand system�

A variety of hypotheses can be tested using ����� depending on the restrictions imposed on the pa�

rameters of �i��� g� z�� �i��� g� z� and ��p� �� g� z�� For example� restricting the model to a rank two system

requires that �� � �i � �� for all i� Separability of commodity demands from labour supply requires that

the parameters in �i��� g� z� and �i��� g� z� on labour force variables be zero� and so on� A total of six model

parameterisations are estimated� and a variety of hypothesis tests carried out� The details of these will be

discussed in Section ��

� Data

The expenditure data for this study are drawn from the ����� ����� ���
� ��
�� ��
�� ��
�� ����

and ���� Canadian Family Expenditure Survey public�use microdata �les� The research in this paper is

the prelude to extensive demand analysis using these data sets� taking into account the considerations

focused on in this preliminary study� That is the need to model non�exactly aggregable demands� control

for labour supply e�ects� conditioning on other non�separable goods� expenditures� and the inclusion of

household characteristics e�ects� Consequently� only a subset of the available data extracted from the

surveys are used� Furthermore� it seems clear from other research that it is important to construct data

sets with households which are as homogeneous as possible� in terms of their characteristics �Barnes and

Gillingham� ��
�� Nicol� ��
���

Given the above considerations� twelve household types were extracted from the eight surveys� These

types were classi�ed by four family sizes married couples without children� married couples with one

child� with two children� and with more than two children� Also� three types of housing tenure were used

to further classify households renter households� home�owners with mortgages� and home owners without

mortgages� For all twelve household types� only those with age of head �
��	 and no self�employed members

were included in the samples�

Given all households available of the twelve types� only twenty��ve per cent were used in this preliminary

study� The intention is to use what is learned here in a follow�up study involving the next �fty per cent

of the observations� then use the last twenty��ve per cent for an assessment of out�of�sample predictive

performance� For brevity in the current paper� results from using three of the twenty��ve per cent initial

data sets are given� These relate to married couple home�owner�with�mortgage households with no� one

and two children �MOR�� MOR� and MOR� respectively�� The sample sizes were 	��� 	�� and �	� for

MOR��MOR� respectively�

The choice of expenditure categories to include in the demand system depends on two important

considerations� Large nonlinear systems are di�cult to estimate� so the less categories included� the
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better� However� the danger in this lies in excluding non�separable goods from the system� This is not a

problem in the present study� however� since �other goods� e�ects are to be captured by the introduction

of conditioning goods� Large systems can� of course� be made smaller by aggregating goods� However�

inappropriate aggregation of expenditures can lead to misleading inferences �Nicol� ����� provides some

evidence on this in a homogeneity and symmetry testing context�� The implications of inappropriate

aggregation in estimating models of the kind proposed here is the subject of related� ongoing research�

Given the above considerations� the expenditure categories included in the direct demand system� for

which there are actual budget�shares on the left hand side of the estimating equations� are food� alcoholic

beverages and clothing� All other expenditures are dealt with as an aggregate conditioning good� Labour

force participation status of the male and female household members are included as explanatory �dummy�

variables� These labour force participation variables interact with other variables on the right hand side of

the estimating equations�

Since the households included in the data sets are already fairly homogeneous� there is limited scope for

additional household characteristics e�ects� The nature of the price data �to be discussed below� re�ects

regional price di�erences� so there is not much to be gained by inclusion of regional e�ect variables� These

would be highly collinear with the price data� and there would be great di�culty in empirically identifying

all the parameters included� One variable which is likely to capture a signi�cant amount of information

about the households� characteristics is the age of the members� Also� variables which have been found to

be important in other research are immigrant status of the head of household� tobacco consumption by

the household� and vehicle ownership� These last three e�ects are introduced as dummy variables�

The price data are taken from the Statistics Canada publication Consumer Prices and Price Indexes�

Catalogue No� ������� These data re�ect regional di�erences in prices in Canada for a variety of goods

at a point in time� The prices are rebased to ���
� and normalised to unity at their mean� as is usual in

estimating such �exible forms� Further details of the price data� some of which had to be aggregated from

less regionally aggregated data� are available on request�

� Estimation and Results

��� Exogeneity of Explanatory Variables

It is becoming increasingly common in applied demand studies using microdata for estimation to

be conducted using an instrumental variables approach� rather than ML estimation� This is because of

concern over purchase infrequency in some bodies of data� which calls into question the exogeneity of

total expenditures �y�� In addition� if labour force variables are to be included� there is a strong case for

controlling for the possible endogeneity of these variables� Also� in the current study� the conditioning of

demands on expenditures outside the demand system� tobacco consumption� and vehicle ownership calls
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for an instrumental variables approach� since such decisions are not independent of allocating expenditures

to goods in the food� alcohol� clothing demand sub�system�

Whether instrumental variables estimation is essential in all circumstances of this type� however� should

be closely examined� The additional bias introduced in small samples and the increased variability of

this estimator are high prices to be paid� if the situation does not require it� In particular� although

ML estimation might produce inconsistent estimates if endogeneity of some explanatory variables is not

controlled for� these inconsistencies could be made up for by the smaller variances of the ML estimates�

Furthermore� estimates based on these parameter estimates such as equivalence scales� elasticities and

predictions might not be too inaccurate for the purposes to which they are to be put� whereas instrumental

variables estimation based estimates could be much more imprecise�

A �rst element in assessing the need to employ GMM estimation is to test whether ML estimated

parameters�  
� are consistent relative to GMM estimates� !
�� This is implemented here for each of six

model speci�cations estimated� These model speci�cations are a rank three demand system� with all

variables in v excluded� and the same model with age of head� labour force variables� other expenditures

and immigrant status� tobacco consumption� and vehicle ownership included� �

To test whether  
 is consistent relative to !
� what Davidson and MacKinnon ������ p����� refer to as

Durbin�Wu�Hausman �DWH� statistics are used� If the respective estimated covariance matrices of  
 and

!
 are  V� 
� and !V�!
�� then the statistic �!
 �  
�Tf!V�!
��  V� 
�g���!
 �  
�
A� ���q�� where q is the rank of the

inverse of the covariance matrix di�erence� under the null hypothesis that the ML estimator is consistent

�Hausman� ���
�� Unfortunately� in the present application� this statistic does not prove useful� since the

matrix di�erence forming the inner�product is not positive de�nite��

To circumvent the above problem� and still test for the consistency of  
� an alternative test statistic

suggested by Davidson and MacKinnon ������ p� ��
����� is used� on an equation�by�equation basis� This

test statistic is based on the arti�cial regressions

wi � fi� 
� � X� 
�b�MWX� 
��c� residuals ����

where fi� 
� is the nonlinear function in the budget�share equations evaluated at the ML estimate� X� 
� is a

matrix of derivatives of fi�
� evaluated at the ML estimate� and X� 
�� is a sub�matrix of X� 
�� containing

the columns of X� �� which are not in the span of W asymptotically� The matrix W is the matrix of

instrumental variables� and MW � �I �PW � � �I �W �WTW ���WT �� The instruments used are described

�Robustness to heteroskedasticity of unknown form of the stochastic disturbances is also allowed for in the implementation

of GMM estimation�
�The results of testing these competing models is discussed in the next sub�section�
�This is a common problem with this test statistic in �nite samples�






in Appendix A� Some descriptive statistics on all the variables used are also contained in this Appendix�

A test of the null that c in ���� is zero is an asymptotically valid F test of the null hypothesis that  
 is

consistent� This statistic has fk�� �N � k � k��g degrees of freedom� where k is the row dimension of 
� N

is the sample size� and k� is the number of explanatory variables in the model which are not exogenous�

The results of the tests of consistency of  
� or more loosely speaking� exogeneity of X � are presented

in Table � for the two equations estimated� given that one equation is dropped because of the adding�up

conditions� These tests indicate that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at a signi�cance level of ������

However� at a signi�cance level of ����	� several rejections would be observed� With the relatively large

sample sizes seen here� the signi�cance level of ����� is perhaps justi�ed� although some researchers would

rather be conservative in the other direction� This being the case� estimation of the six models was also con�

ducted using GMM� as mentioned previously� This makes it possible to assess the hypothesis test outcomes

for model speci�cation� to be discussed in the next sub�section� on the basis of the competing estimation

method� It is also possible� later in Sub�section ���� to compare the relative predictive performance of the

two estimation methods� for the various model speci�cations too�

��� Model Speci�cation Tests

The model speci�cation tests involved excluding elements of v� and setting � � ���� ��� � � � � �n�T � ��

to test the rank three condition	� Results of these tests based on ML and GMM estimation are given

in Table �� These indicate that age of head and labour force participation are statistically important

determinants of demand� although actual rejections observed di�er depending on the estimation method�

The null hypotheses that these variables can be excluded are rejected at a signi�cance level of ������ Of

less importance are the other expenditures� immigrant status� tobacco consumption and vehicle ownership

variables� In these cases� rejections are only observed when estimation is by ML� These hypothesis test

outcomes could have been in�uenced by non�exogeneity of the explanatory variables which GMM estimation

has controlled for� Consequently� it is only possible to state conclusively taht age of head and labour force

variables are important� Also� the fact that these variables interact with ln�y�a�p� z��� and that their

coe�cients are non�zero is evidence against exact aggregation� as has been found in earlier research�

One �nal point before leaving this sub�section concerns the rank of the demand system required� Lewbel

���
�� found that budget�shares linear in ln�y�a�p� z�� �rank two demand systems� were adequate to �t

United Kingdom FES data� when the households in the samples were fairly homogeneous in terms of their

characteristics� Here� households in a given sample are extremely homogeneous� and GMM estimation

�The validity of homogeneity and symmetry restrictions was assessed for each of the six models estimated� and found to be

supported by these data� In an earlier study using renters only data �Nicol� �		
�� these restrictions were not rejected either�

Since such tests can be in�uenced greatly by model speci�cation error� these non�rejections are encouraging for the model

speci�cations being employed here�
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indicates that a rank two speci�cation is adequate� ML estimation� on the other hand� suggests a rank

three model speci�cation� This latter result is� again� probably in�uenced by the exogeneity status of the

explanatory variables across estimation methods� That is� given the outcome of the tests in Table �� the

test results in Table � based on GMM estimation should carry greater weight� Being able to exclude these

quadratric terms would greatly simplify estimation� and if samples are composed of fairly homogeneous

household groups� this seems to be justi�ed�

��� Predictive Power Under Alternative Estimation Conditions

Even in situations where� say� exogeneity of explanatory variables is rejected� and so one must employ

GMM in estimation to obtain consistent parameter estimates� it is still possible that useful estimates could

be obtained using the �inconsistent� ML estimates� in certain respects� This possibility is explored in

this sub�section� in the context of the predictive power of the various models estimated� when these two

alternative estimation methodologies are used�

To explore predictive power� goodness�of��t pseudo �� statistics are calculated� The method is to take

the �tted values of budget�shares under the alternative estimation regimes� and compare the performance of

the predictions for di�erent household sub�groups� The sub�groups focused on are labour force participation

based� Since each household is comprised of a male and female� there are four strata of labour force

participation in any given household� Both working outside the home� one working outside the home� and

both not working outside the home�

Denote ML predictions by  wml
i and GMM predictions by  wiv

i � and actual shares by wA
i � Then the

deviations of actual from predicted shares are dml
i and divi for ML and GMM respectively� The sampling

distributions of the means of these deviation vectors are then normally distributed� by the Central Limit

Theorem� There are three shares� but only two independent pieces of information� These sample means

can be converted to standard normals� and �� statistics calculated� That is� we have
P�

i �"z
ml
i �� � �����

and
P�

i �"z
iv
i �� � ����� also� Here� "zml

i � ���N �
PN

h

p
Ndml

i � �ml� where N is the number of households in a

given labour force participation stratum� h indexes households and  �ml is the sample standard deviation

of the vector of deviations� dml
i � Analogous de�nitions can be made for the corresponding GMM case�

The above �� statistics were calculated for each of the six models and estimation r#egime� across all four

labour force participation strata� These statistics are an indication of the goodness�of��t of the respective

estimates� and are presented in Table �� From this� it can be seen that predictive power is superior almost

always when estimation is by ML� This con�rms the earlier discussion that the GMM estimates could

possibly have larger variability than the ML estimates� even though the latter could exhibit inconsistency�

Only for the MOR� data set is performance relatively equal for ML and GMM prediction� For MOR�

and MOR�� GMM predictions are superior in the majority of comparisons� One of the reasons for using

��



GMM was the possible endogeneity of labour force participation variables� One might therefore expect

that at least for models with labour force participation variables present� GMM prediction might perform

fairly well� This would be for Models ���� It can be seen� however� that the NL�LS predictions are poorer

than the ML predictions in almost all of these cases�

These results indicate that there are some dimensions at least where it matters a great deal whether

estimation is by ML or by GMM� It will be interesting to explore whether this kind of result holds for

other estimates implied by demand parameters� such as equivalence scales� elasticities and measures of

inequality� These are all uses to which estimated demand parameters are put� Research on these other

issues is continuing�

� Summary and Conclusions

In this paper� a general� rank three demand system is estimated� This model also controls for the

possibility of non�exact aggregation� non�separability of labour force participation e�ects� non�separability

of other goods� not included directly in the demand system� and the in�uence of household characteristics

e�ects� Recent research has focused on the possible need to control for non�exogeneity of certain explanatory

variables� This issue is analysed by conducting tests for the consistency of ML estimates� These tests

indicate that non�exogeneity cannot be ruled out� As a result� comparative results are computed of various

model speci�cation hypothesis tests using both ML and GMM estimated parameters�

It is found that most of the e�ects modelled are important determinants of demand� with the possible

exception of the rank three requirement� This is true whether the estimation methodology used is ML or

GMM� Since the households in the data sets used are fairly homogeneous� this result supports a similar

�nding by Lewbel ���
�� using British data� In summary� it thus does not seem to matter for general

model speci�cation testing purposes which estimation method is used� However� perhaps this does matter

along some other dimensions of interest to applied demand researchers�

A comparison of predictive power under the alternative estimation r#egimes of ML and GMM was then

conducted� and this indicated that the former method produces superior predictions� Thus� while there

seems to be evidence that GMM estimation is required on the basis of non�exogeneity of some explanatory

variables� this does not seem to make a di�erence for the purposes of hypothesis testing� or for prediction�

Whether this result generalises to other estimates such as equivalence scales and elasticities remains to be

analysed�

The work in this paper is of a preliminary nature� and is designed to provide some insights into the

direction of future research� The data set used here was deliberately chosen to ensure that a detailed

analysis could be performed as to the importance of certain model speci�cation issues� At the same time�

su�cient additional data remains to analyse a more re�ned model indicated by the present study� Such a

��



model need not be a rank three system if households groups are homogeneous� but should be non�exactly

aggregable� control for labour force participation of adult household members and model some additional

household characteristics e�ects� This research is continuing�

Some additional issues� which have not been dealt with here� but which are also likely to be of some

importance is the method of inclusion of the conditioning good on all other expenditures� It is likely that

the e�ects associated with a dollar spent on durable goods is not the same as a dollar spent on nondurable

goods not included directly in the system� Therefore� there is a need to explore whether an aggregate con�

ditioning good is an adequate speci�cation� Finally� although four important and distinct types of e�ects

are modelled� this is done in a fairly speci�c way� The function ��p� could be modelled in di�erent ways�

However� it will only ever be possible to generalise this and the other functions to a fairly limited extent

given the shortcomings of the price data available� On the other hand� the Consumer Expenditure Surveys

�CES� for the United States have a much more rich set of possibilities in terms of the complexity of price

e�ects which can be modelled� These data are being used to explore some further issues in related research�
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Table �� Durbin�Wu�Hausman Test Statistics for the Consistency of the MLE

�MOR�� Food Equation Degrees of Cumulative Alcohol Equation Degrees of Cumulative
Model Test Statistic Freedom Density Test Statistic Freedom Density
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Note� The test statistics are asymptotically distributed as F� with the stated degrees of freedom� The
method of calculating these statistics is explained in detail in the text�
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